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GENERAL Section 1.0.0 : Definitions 

An object, the content of which is the Iocation of a non-reference is called a ' r e f e
r e n c e '. In PEARL locations of. references cannot be contents. An object, the 
location of which may be the content of a reference is called 'r  e f e r  a b  I e '. 

C 

location location 
(of a ref erence) ( of a non- reference ) 

reference 

Fig. F2: Symbolic representation for a PEARL-object that 1s a 
reference 

The Iocation characterizes an object uniquely: two objects 0 1 = {1 1 ,c 1 }, 02 = \l1 ,c1}
are said ' t o b e i den t i ca l ' , if their locations are equa\: 

=> 

A Iocation will be said , . 
e u 1, 

t O I de n t I f Y ' an object. Two objects are said ' t o b eq a when their contents are equal.
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STRUCTURAL OBJECTS Section 1.1.1 : Modules and Divisions 

The PROBLEM-division contains declarations and specifications, in particular of task-, 

procedure- and interface-blocks, which in turn are composed of declarations, specifi
cations and statements. 

Modules and divisions will be briefly discussed in the following section. Section 1.1.2 

is devoted to the concept of blocks, essentially begin-blocks. Tasks, interfaces and 

procedures are considered only as far as their block-properties are concerned; they will 

be taken up discussing realtime, communication and algorithmic objects, respectively. 

Most of the structural aspects of a PEARL program are to be seen as units created and 

handled in much the same way as other (executable) PEARL-objects. They will be 

called 's t r u c t u  r a I o b  j e  c t s ' .  lt should, however, be emphasized, that modules, 

divisions and begin-blocks are not objects conforming strictly to the definitions of 
chapter 1.0. 

1.1.1 Modules and Divisions 

l.1.1.0 General

A PEARL-program consists of declarations and specifications partitioned into units
called 'modules'.

(P l )  pearl-program 

module 000 

(Rl) At least one of the modules must contain a problem-division containing a 

declaration of a GLOBAL task (refer to sect. 1.4.3). 

l.1.1.1 Modules

A module is further subdivided into divisions of two kinds:

(P2) module 

1.112 

MODULE [ (global-qua[) ] ; [ system-division [problem-division] ]
problem-division 

MODEND; 

















ALGORITHMIC OBJECTS Section 1.2. l .1.1 : Fixed 

FLOAT-declarations. Thus it is more to be considered as an assignment to this 
systemparameter, an assignment, however, which remains valid for the b I o c k in which 
it appears and which has to appear among the declaoJtions heading it. There are two 
such 'system-parameter' assignments: 

(P5) prec-def 

{
FIXED

} LENGTH 
FLOAT 

(prec); 

The precision is to be considered as a part of the type. Therefore, it may not be modified

(but omitted) in specifications. 

Note that a precision omitted in a specification is not defaulted to the declaration
value but to the value supplied in the LENGTH-definition valid at the point of the
specification. 

1.2.1.1.1 Fixed 

The value of an object of type F'IXED stands for a (decimal) integer number.

User-defined objects of type FIXED have to be declared in a dec/are-sentence of the
following form: 

integer-declaration 

DECLARE 
{ id }

(id-list) 
[INVJ FIX ED[ (prec)]

[RESIDENT] 

[global-atti] 

[INITIAL( {, 0int-exp7 ° 0 0
} 
)

J ; 

lntrinsic ob· t f . 
. 

. . Jec s O type FIXED may be accessed through an mteger-constant-denota-
t1on which ·, is Just a sequence of digits

(P6) int-const-denot :: =

1.2/4 

{ digit 0 0 0 

}binal-dig O O 0B 









































































































COMMUNICA TION OBJECTS Section 1.3.1.1.1.4 : Topology of the d-channel 

are not legal single-trf-item-types. 

@ 

1.3.1.1.1.4 Topology of the d-channel 

.0 general 
The following is valid for internal data-stations. As far as the d-channe/-topology is 
concerned, the 'external types' ALPHIC, BASIC and GRAPHIC may be considered as 
the analog to the trf-item-type of internal dations . 

. l transfer-items 
Considered as subfield of the pseudo-structure data-staion, the d-channel may contain 
only one object of the indicated transferitem type. Such a dation will be said to Jack a 
'd-channel-topology'. 

@ 

A typical example would be a single digit display-tube 

DCL NIXIE DATION OUT FIXED(4); 

@ 

,U(� 
A transfer to the d-channel then corresponds to an assigfHtt:-iefl. to that object, as 
detailed in section 2.3.2.0. This object (more precisely, its value), the type of which is 
given by trf-item-type, will be called ' t r a n  s f e r  - i t e m '. 

@ 

A dation declared as 

DCL DAT DATION OUT STRUCT [FIXED (15), FLOAT (15) J; 

has a d-channel 'DAT.d' of type STRUCT [FIXED(15),FLOAT(15)J.

@ 

NOTE: Lack of a d-channel-topology does not preclude a topologylike dation-organiza
tion handled through special controls (realized e.g. in an interface) but not accessible 
through intrinsic positioning controls (see sect. 1.3.3.1. l ) . 

. 2 array of transfer-items 
In a next stage of complexity, a d-channel may be dimensioned, i.e. it may consist of an 
array of transfer-items (themselves possibly arrays), the highest order bound of which 
need not even be finite. In the latter case an asterisk ( *) must replace int-exp7 in the 
highest dimension (refer to dim, P4). 
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COMMUNICATION OBJECTS Section 1.3.1.1.1.5 : Access to the d-channel 

way, that a transfer to or from int-exp7 items or a multiple thereof results. If morc 
than int-exp7 items are offered or requested. this will be in error unless the dation 
has the STREAM attribute (see next section). 

1.3.1.1.1.5 Acces to the d-channel 

.0 general 

The d-channcl-topology attributes DIRECT j FORWARD j BACKW ARD j FOR
BACK, NOSTREAM j STREAM and CYCLIC j NOCYCL in conjunction with 
the dimensionality determine the access facilities of the d-channel. 

This group of attributes may be omitted when the transfer-unit equals the product of all 
dimensions and successive transfers just concern this same transfer-unit. (Note that 
this default may as weil be discribed as e.g. 'FORWARD STREAM CYCLIC' .) 

@ 

The case mentioned would be rather common in 'process-I/0' where transfers 
would read or write one same 'bit-pattern' without subselection. 

. l explicit positioning 

.1.1 absolute 

@ 

Unrestricted access to all transfer-items within the array defined by dim is granted by 
the attribute 'DIRECT', i.e., any transfer-item may be selected setting the transfer
item-pointer (see sect. 1.3.1.1.1.4 paragraph .4) explicitly. This is done by special 
CONTROLs: COL, LINE and POS (see sect. 1.3.3. I ), i.e. by special transfers to the 
c-channel of the corresponding dation, provided the c-channel tolerates these transfers.

The latter is guaranteed, for example, if all c-channel-types are permitted, i.e. by writing 

CONTROL (ALL) 

lf instead of 'ALL' a set of controls is Iisted, d-channel access may thereby be further 
restricted. 

The abs-pos-ctrl 'POS' (refer to sect. 1.3.3.1.1) controls the ab�olute position of the 
transfer-item pointer 

POS({, 0int-exp7 °00}) 

l .3/20 





COMMUNICA TION OBJECTS 

'X (int-exp7)', 

'SKIP (int-exp7)' and 

'PAGE (int-exp7)' 

have the same effect as 

'ADV (int-exp7) ', 

Section 1.3.1.1.1.5 : Access to the d-channel 

'ADV (int-exp7, -(1 LOC dation))' and 

'ADV (int-exp7, -(2 LOC dation), -(1 LOC dation))'. 

respectively (fig. F5). 

NOTE: Whereas in X, SKIP and PAGE '(int-exp7)' is defaulted to 1 (see sect. 

1.3.3.1.0), defaults in ADV are 0, see above. So X is equivalent to ADV(l) and so on. 

Crudely speaking, X (n) on an ALPHIC dation advances over n alphics, · SKIP(n) 

advances to the beginning of the n-th line (relative to the current one) and PAGE(n) 

advances to the beginning of the n-th page (relative to the current one). 

.2 implicit positioning 

In the absence of explicit positioning controls, prior to each individual transfer ( refer 

to sect. 2.3.2.0) the transfer-item pointer is implicitly incremented (for DIRECT-, 

FORWARD- or FORBACK-dations) or decremented (for BACKWARD-dations). 

If the bounds of the highest dimension (the one that is running fastest, refer to sect. 

1.3.1.1.1. 4 paragraph .2) would be exceeded, signal S16 is raised unless the dation has 

the 'STREAM 'attribute, in which case the next-lowest index is incremented ( decre

mented) and the highest one is set to 1 (its highest value). 

In DATION/DATION-transfer, when the TFU of the sending dation is greater than 

that of the receiving one, this is in error (S 16) unless the receiving dation has the 

'STREAM '-attribute, in which case the items in excess are located within the next 
TFU. 

If the bounds of the lowest dimension would be exceeded signal S 17 is raised unless the 

dation has the 'CYCLIC '-attribute, in which case all indices are set to l ( or to their 
highest values, in the case of BACKWARD). 

1.3/22 
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COMMUNICATION OBJECTS Section 1.3.1.1.2 : Control-channcl Attributes 

lt is evident, that if a dimension-attribute contains an asterisk ( *) the corresponding 

data-station cannot be CYCLIC. 

NOTE: A data-station need not bc STREAM to admit the CYCLIC-attribute. 

NOTE: The TFU-grid overlaying the dimension-grid is not affected by the attributes 
STREAM and CYCLIC. 

The example depicted in figure F4 does n o t require the dation to the specified 

'STREAM NOCYCL' as might be suspected from thc fact the TFU-grid ovcrrides 

dimension boundaries and the last TFU does not affect the first item. 

1.3.1.1.2 Control-channel Attributes 

In order to have a control-channel in addition to the d-channel, a data-station must have 
been declared with the 

CONTROL( ) 

(refer to production-rule P1 ). 

A control-channel must always be supplied when explicit transformation (refer to sect. 

l .3.1.1.1.2) is intended. An internal data-station, for example, needs no c-channel when

the trivial conversion 'one-to-one' is implied; of course, in this case no transfer

statement may have a BY-list (refer to sect. 2.3.2.0 and following sections).

(P10) ctrl-id :: =

id 

(R 10) id must identify (an access-function to) an object of type CONTROL. 

Only values 0f type 'CONTROL' (refer to sect. 1.3.3) may be transferred to the 
c-channel, the control-identifier list permitting checks of transfers to the c-channel,

in a similar way as trfitem-type permits checks of transfers to the d-channel.

If no such check is intended, the list must be replaced by the keyword 'ALL': 

. CONTROL (ALL) 

1.3/24 









COMMUNICATION OBJECTS Section 1.3.1.1.3 : Interrupt-channel Attributes 

A more comfortable data-station may now be based upon KEYBOARD USING an 
interface 

DCL CONTROLC INTERRUPT; 

DCL INPUT DATION IN BIT (8) INTERRUPT (CONTROLC) ; 

CREATE INPUT UPON KEYBOARD USING INPINT; 

Thc corresponding event-reaction in interface INPUT is exemplified in scction 

1.3.2.1.2.1. lt cssentially pcrmits interrupt driven input (discarding the hardware

related interrupt STROBE from the user) and filters out a spccial control character 

as attention-interrupt (CONTROLC) to notify unsolicitcd keyboard input (fig. F6). 

1 1 

1 1 

Ir:_-) 

CONTROLC 

TRl�GER CONTROL C · 

/ 

/ 

,l.. - -

f 1 
CC STROBE 

Data-station 

Interface 

Data -station 

Fig. F6: lnterrupt-channel usage 1n a special-key 

detection example 
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COMMUNICA TION OBJECTS Section 1.3.1.1.4 : Signal-channel Attributes 

1.3.1.1.4 Signal-channel Attribu_tes j 
The signal-channel of a dation, as specified through 

{ 
sgn/-acc-exp 

} SIGNAL(, 

sgnl-range-type-indicant 

0 0 0) 

is to be seen in analogy to the i-channel treated in the previous section with obvious 
changes due to the difference between signals and interrupts (refer to 'evcnts', section 
l.4.1 ).

In particular, even though a signal, as an interrupt, is syntactically not corrclated with a 
dation- o p e r a t i o n, it will in general be raised in an intcrface (including a hypothetical 
interface 'below' a device) as a consequence of such an operation. 

@ 

For example, illegal characters keyed in from the KEYBOARD of the previous 
section could by convention be SIGNALized ß.A-dowiR-g the dation INPUT with an 
s-channel : � rY'llh� 

DCL INPUT DATION IN BIT (8) IRPT (CONTROLC) 

SIGNAL (NONSENSKEY); 

Recognition of illegal characters and the statement INDUCE NONSENSKEY

would have to be programmed in the STROBE-reaction of interface INPINT

between dation INPUT and dation KEYBOARD (the examplc given in sect. 
1.3.2.1.2.1 does not contain this sequence). lt is recalled that, INPUT, not' KEY

BOARD being specified with an s-channel, the corresponding signal-rcaction has to 
be in an interface 'above' INPUT - if any - or in the task READing from INPUT.

(n) 

Similar to thc control- and interrupt-channels, the attributes of a signal-channcl arc 
determined by a !ist of admitted objects: 

(Pl 4) sgnl-acc-exp : : =
acc-exp 

(R 14) Evaluation of acc-exp must result 'in (the location of) an objcct of type 
[( [,j 000)J SIGNAL.
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COMMUNICATION OBJECTS Section 1.3.2.1.2.1 : Interrupt Reactions 

INPIN'l': INTFAC (DUPPER 

DLOWER 

DATiotJJN BIT(S) 
INTERRUPT (CONTROLC), 

DATION IN BIT(8) 
CONTROL (ENB,INH) 
IRPT (STROBE) 

) ; 

DCL INPEX BIT(l) INITIAL ('0'B); /* NO INPUT EXPECTED */ 
DCL S SEMA; 
DCL DUMBIT BIT(8) ; 
DCL CC BIT(8) INITIAL ('203'B3); /* CONTROL C */ 

OPEN : ENTRY 
SHARED: EXCLUSIVE: ENTRY; 

OPEN DLOWER 
BY EXCLUSIVE ; 

END; 

WHEN STROBE: BEGIN ; 
-�-----'/*START OF INTERRUPT-ENTRY */

_--,-...... READ DUMBIT FROM DLOWER ; 
IF DUMBIT= =CC 

THEN TRIGGER CONTROLC 
ELSE IF INPEX = = '1 'B 

THEN RELEASE S ; 
END; /* ... OF INTERRUPT-ENTRY */ 

·) l TV 
--

. )c�-,. "-�Re-�DL�'YE-� BY ��; vOj /JJv11eM/1 rfU40 . � /* ENABLE KEYBOARÖ */ 
ENABLE STROBE; /* STROBE IS GLOBAL */ 

READ: ENTRY; /* START OF TRANSFER-ENTRY */ 
INPEX : = 'l'B /* INPUT EXPECTED */ 
REQUEST S; /* WAIT FOR NEXT KEY */ 
RETURN (DUMBIT); 

END; /* ... OF TRANSFER-ENTRY */ 
EXIT; /* ... FROM OPEN-ENTRY */ 

1 IJ.'!:1. l"'Y..1----------------------+ 
d HJ v-r : 'l)l,uW � °"\J
wvv-� q>I? �) W'r.i � V1J 

/* CLOSE TREATMENT*/ 

� � � �-- R�AD FROM DLOWER BYJNH; /* DISABLE KEYBOARD */ 
FREE DLOW 

EXIT 

END; 

1.3/60 

END; /* ... OF OPEN-ENTRY */ 
/* ... FROM INTERFACE*/ 
/* NO DELETE-TREATMENT */ 
/* ... OF INTERFACE*/ 





































































































































































ALGORITHMIC OPERATIONS Section 2.2.1.2.1 : Monadic Standard operators 

syntax type of type of semantics 

operand a result c 

-a see + see + C: = -a 

(monadic minus) 

NOTa BIT(k) BIT(k) inversion of all bits 

ABS a F'IXED(p) FIXED(p) 
FLOAT(p) FLOAT(p) C: = 1 a 1 
DURATION DURATION (absolute value) 

{:
IXED(p) 

} 
{ 

+1
if a > 0

SIGN a FLOAT(p) FIXED(l) C: = () if a = 0 

DURATION - 1 if a < 0 

ENTIER a I�LOAT(p) FIXED(p) C: = nearest integer 

not greater than a 

ROUNDa FLOAT(p) FIXED(p) rounding to the nearest 

integer ( DIN 1333)

UPB a array HXED C: = upper bound of the 

first bound-pair 

of array a 

CHAR(k) FIXED C: = k 

LWBa array FIXED C: = lower bound of the 

first bound-pair 

of array a 

TOFLOAT a FIXED(p) FLOAT(p) C: = rational number 

corresponding to a 

Tab. Tl: Monadic Standard Operators ( continued) 

2.2/lü 

























































































































































































































































APPENDIX A Reserved Keywords and their Short Forms 

Keyword Short Form Keyword Short Form 

LABEL RESIDENT 

LEAVE RESUME 

LENGTH RETURN 

RETURNS 

MATCH 

MAX SEC 

MIN SEE 

MODEND SEMA 

MODULE SEND 

MOVE SEQ 

SIGNAL 

NIL SINK 

NOCYCL SOURCE 

NOMATCH SOUSI 

NOSTREAM SPECIFY SPC 

STREAM 

ON STRUCT 

ONEOF SUSPEND 

OPEN SYS 

OPERATOR SYSTEM 

OUT 

TAKE 

PAR TASK 

PRECEDENCE TERMINATE 

PRESET TFU 

PREVENT THEN 

PRIORITY PRIO TO 

PROBLEM TRIGGER 

PROCEDURE PROC TYPE 

PUT 

UNTIL 

RANGE UPON 

READ USING 

REENT 

REF WHEN 

REL WHILE 

RELEASE WRITE 

REPEAT 

REQUEST XFER 

RESERVE 

A/2 





































SYNTAX 

event-operation :: =

{
irpt-masking }
event-stimu_Jation 
event-react10n 

event-reaction :: =

{ irpt-reacti�n }
sgnl-react10n 

event-stimulation :: =

{ '.rigger-statement}
mduce-sta temen t 

event-operation - exp3 

2.41 P2 

1.31 P37 

2.4/ P6 

exemption :: =
2.4/P18 

exp 

exp7 

exp6 

exp5 

exp4 

exp3 

S/12 

. .  -

EXCEPT {, 0task-id [( int-exp7)] 0 0 0} 

{ loc-exp} 
exp7 

[ exp7 prec7-opJ exp6 

[ exp6 prec6-op] exp5 

{ � exp� prec5-opJ exp4}
1den t1 ty-rela tion 

[ exp4 prec4-op] exp3 

[ exp3 prec3-op] exp2 

2.0/ PI 

2.21P17 

2.2/ P18 

2.2/ P19 

2.21 P20 

2.21 P21 





























































INDEX array-display - attribute 

subject introduced in referenced in 

array-display 2.2/40P 2.2/35P,37,40,41E 

1.4/lOP 

array-displays 2.2.3.2.1.2 -> displays 

array-exp 2.2/37 

array-expressions 2.2.3.2.1 2.2/37-41 

array-id 2.2/37P 2.2/37P 

array(s) 1.2.3.2.1 1.2/27-30 

, constant-denotations for 1.2.3.2.1.3 1.2/30 

, of references 1.2.3.2.1.2 1.2/28,29E 

, variability of 1.2.3.2.1.1 1.2/28,28E 

array-spc-attr 1.2128P 1.2127P 

ass 2.2/3P 2.0/7P 

2.2/3P,25P 

assignation(s) 2.2.1.1 2.2/2-8 

, component 2.2/7 2.2/7E-8E 

, compound 2.2.1.1.2 2.2/7-8 

, non-reference 2.2.1.1.1.1 2.2/4 

, partial 2.2/8 -> component assig. 
, reference- 2.2.1.1.1.2 2.2/5-7 

, simple 2.2.1.1.1 2.2/4-7 

assignment 2.2/3P 2.019P 

AT 2.4/23T 2.4/20E,22P,23 

attached (blocks) 1.115 

attr 1.0/9P 1.2/48P 

attribute(s) 1.0.1.1 1.0/8-14 

, access-right 1.0/9 1.0/lOE 

1.0.1.1.1 

, compound- 1.2/38 
, type 1.0/9 -> types 
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INDEX 

subject 

XR 

xs 

y 

YA 

YD 

YI 

YO 

YR 

YS 

z 

ZA 

ZD 

ZI 

zo 

ZR 

zs 

XR - ZS 

introduced in 

1.3/94 

1.3/76 

1.3/94 

1.3/76 

l .3/79

1.3/76 

l .3/94

1.3/76 

1.3/94 

1.3/76 

1.3/79 

1.3/76 

1.3/94 

1.3/76 

referenced in 
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